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OPENING REMARKS 

Elena Rosman | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Welcome and thank you for joining Aptiv’s Electrification teach-in -- the second in our series of 2021 
“Innovation In Motion” investor events. While there is no substitution for being in-person, we hope 
today’s virtual event provides an engaging and interactive opportunity for you to learn more about our 
industry-leading electrification portfolio and full system-level capabilities, the accelerated electrification 
market outlook, and how that’s translating into sustainable and profitable growth for Aptiv. 

Following our prepared presentation hosted by Bill Presley, Senior Vice president and President of 
Aptiv’s Signal & Power Solutions segment, I will moderate a live Q&A session, with questions submitted 
through the slido text box below your video window. Questions may be submitted at any time during 
today’s event, which we expect to run approximately 75 minutes. 

Before we begin, I would like to remind you that today’s discussion will include forward-looking 
statements based on our current view of future financial performance. Actual results may differ for 
reasons that we cite in the risk factors section of our form 10-K and other SEC filings. We will not be 
addressing specific questions about the quarter or year during today’s event and will defer any financial 
questions until our Q2’2021 earnings conference call in early August. Further, a replay and transcript of 
today’s event will be published to our website at ir.aptiv.com. 

Now that we have the housekeeping taken care of, today’s program will feature a number of our 
technology and business leaders, focused on solving our customer’s toughest electrification-related 
architecture challenges. As well as Boston Consulting Group’s Electrification Lead, Aakash Arora, who 
will highlight findings from their recently published outlook on the pace of BEV market adoption.  
Together, this is creating exciting opportunities for Aptiv as the industry accelerates its path to the 
electrified, software-defined vehicle of the future. With that, let’s get started! 

 

INTRODUCTION VIDEO 

NARRATOR SCRIPT 

What does it take to create a more sustainable future of mobility? What does it take to build a future 
with zero traffic fatalities and zero emissions? Aptiv is uniquely positioned to answer those questions, 
situated at the intersection of the safe, green and connected megatrends transforming the automotive 
industry. Sustainability is in our DNA. We are taking on some of society's toughest challenges with 
innovations that combat climate change, save lives, and improve the way the world moves. With both 
the brain and the nervous system of the vehicle, Aptiv solutions optimize electric vehicle architecture, 
making intelligent design trade-offs that reduce cost, weight and mass, allowing for faster 
democratization of technologies that reduce CO2 emissions, and reduce traffic accidents and fatalities. 

Aptiv not only leads the industry in high-voltage component innovations – from chargers and inlets to 
power converters and battery disconnect units – but also in process automation, miniaturization, and 
manufacturing excellence. Through Aptiv’s Smart Vehicle Architecture, we see the vehicle as a complete 
system – enabling an efficient and accelerated path to the electrified, software-defined vehicle. 
Sustainability is also in the way we operate. Aptiv is committed to having its operations in 44 countries 
powered by 100 percent renewable energy by 2030 and becoming fully carbon-neutral by 2040. With 



our full system solutions, innovative spirit and unmatched global capabilities, Aptiv is the OEMs’ partner 
of choice to bring the future of mobility to life. 

 

APTIV HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTRIFICATION 

Kevin Clark Script | President & Chief Executive Officer 

Hello everyone, and welcome to Aptiv’s high voltage electrification deep-dive, the second in our series 
of 2021 investor teach-ins. The long-awaited inflection point for electric vehicles has arrived. Global 
sales of EVs accelerated in 2020, rising more than 40 percent to approximately 3 million vehicles, despite 
overall car sales declining during the pandemic. 

The recent uptake of electric vehicles in 2020 is encouraging, but it’s nothing compared to what is on 
the horizon. As governments around the world fuel a green recovery, never has Aptiv’s value 
proposition had more meaning than it does today. Every major customer has announced an increase 
and pull-forward of investment in electric vehicles, and combined they are targeting to launch over 400 
consumer options between now and 2025.  

It is no wonder we have seen a step change in our high voltage quoting activity – a 10-fold increase 
compared to activity just a few years ago. Today, we are excited to share with you how our unique 
portfolio and winning strategy has positioned Aptiv as a partner of choice to customers. We are helping 
our customers democratize electrified powertrains faster by designing and delivering optimized high 
voltage components and solutions that ultimately lower the vehicle’s total cost of ownership. Our 
holistic approach sets us aside, while our global scale and execution capabilities has allowed us to 
broaden our collaboration with traditional and emerging OEM customers, and enhance our overall 
competitive position.  

As a result, we are solving some of the industry’s toughest challenges by delivering higher value, margin 
accretive solutions to our customers; which in turn generates exceptional value for shareholders. 
There’s a lot to talk about. So let’s get started. Let me turn it over to Bill Presley, Senior Vice President 
and President, Signal & Power Solutions, who will lead today’s discussion. 

 

APTIV’S RIGHT TO PLAY 

Bill Presley | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

As Kevin mentioned, we are here today because our industry is at an inflection point.  

We continue to see an acceleration of powertrain electrification driven by more stringent CO2 
regulations and increasing consumer demand globally.  This has put tremendous strain on the classical 
approach to vehicle architectures and challenged the automotive industry with developing a more 
efficient vehicle electrical system. 

Aptiv is uniquely positioned for solving that challenge while creating tangible benefits for our customers 
and the end users. Aptiv is the only provider of both the brain and the nervous system of the vehicle 
with over 100 years of automotive engineering expertise in power, data, computing and software. These 
are all foundational elements for every electric vehicle solution. Aptiv’s full-system level capabilities are 
making us a partner of choice. We are working with our customers to develop and deliver optimized 
solutions that help them realize their future technology roadmaps. As you’ll hear today, a revolution in 
vehicle architecture is critical to delivering the electrified, software-defined vehicles of the future more 
efficiently and Aptiv has an answer to that calling.  

Aptiv’s Signal & Power Solutions is an established leader in: high-speed, high-fidelity data transmission, 
multi-voltage electrical distribution, automotive-grade connection systems, and engineered fastening 



solutions. Combining that product leadership with our global engineering and manufacturing footprint 
enables Aptiv to consistently deliver reliable product solutions and services to customers which enables 
them to scale their product offerings across all regions.  

Our ability to deliver end-to-end solutions has allowed us to gain share as traditional and emerging 
mobility manufacturers accelerate their pace of new launches. In the race to electrify fleets, Aptiv has 
emerged as a partner of choice capable of moving quickly to help customers reduce time to market. 
With electrification scaling across vehicle portfolios, Aptiv has a natural right to expand our market 
share in high voltage solutions by leveraging our low voltage presence, expansive portfolio and 
knowledge of total vehicle architecture solutions. As customers migrate from modified internal 
combustion engine architectures to clean sheet electrified designs over the next 2-3 model cycles, we 
are working with them to provide innovative, cost effective solutions that include technology-rich 
content. 

Our capabilities were on display in 2020, as we moved at unprecedented speed to support our 
customers globally with a comprehensive portfolio and a high degree of vertical integration. This has 
generated a significant increase in booking activity for electrified mid-size platforms where higher 
volume and higher complexity highlight Aptiv strengths and capabilities. As a result, we have content on 
more than 50% of the Battery Electric Vehicles launching over the next couple years – you’ll hear more 
about those customer case studies later in today’s presentation.  

Designing all-electric vehicles requires a fundamental rethink of all aspects of vehicle architecture. Aptiv 
engineers and manufactures the industry’s most relevant portfolio of technologies that enable the 
electric vehicles being designed today, including: high-voltage cabling and busbars, high-voltage 
connectors, internal battery connection systems, charging cable sets and inlets, high-voltage cable 
management, and power distribution boxes and battery disconnect units. 

As a result, our high voltage content per vehicle opportunity is more than double what it is on traditional 
low voltage systems when using a midsize passenger vehicle as a baseline. Our customers recognize 
Aptiv as a key technology partner, capable of: providing a complete end-to-end vehicle solution, fully-
integrating into their advanced architecture roadmaps and delivering engineering and manufacturing 
excellence on a global scale.  

 

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION 

CHRIS REAIDER | Vice President, Global Engineering Connection Systems 

Thanks, Bill! For Aptiv, the journey to vehicle electrification is really a story of continuous innovation. 
One that started over 10 years ago when we made the decision to invest in a high-voltage product 
portfolio. What was clear then and is still relevant now, is that customers could not simply layer-on 
traditional content to effectively produce an electrified vehicle.  

In order to gain market acceptance, customers would need efficient delivery and storage of energy to 
the vehicle with adequate range -- all while safely integrating high voltages in a harsh vehicle 
environment. This continues to challenge our customers and creates opportunities for Aptiv. 

First, consumers are demanding faster charging cycles, which means higher voltages and currents. 
Higher voltages and currents brings greater reliability and performance requirements, as well as further 
challenges with vehicle packaging, weight and system costs. Lastly, occupant safety and security 
becomes increasingly relevant with high voltage electric powertrains. 

We understand our customer’s priorities and our technology innovation strategy is focused on solutions 
to address our customer’s challenges. Our broad product portfolio connects all elements of an 



electrified powertrain -- from the grid to the vehicle and then to the vehicle devices, as well as the 
electronics that manage the distribution of power. And this uniquely positions Aptiv to see customer’s 
challenges throughout the entire power distribution system. 

Starting with faster charging, Aptiv is an industry leader in automotive charging solutions, with 
certification in 129 countries – delivering to all three global interface standards. Here we move power to 
the vehicle through our plug-in chargers and vehicle inlet solutions which are key enablers to support 
faster charging cycles with both AC and DC power inputs. But the key to faster charging is really about 
how you manage heat to support higher currents. In today’s systems, we measure temperatures at the 
connection junction points and use this data to actively optimize the charging cycle. And our modular 
and serviceable inlets have integrated active cooling channels, which extracts heat to enable higher 
voltages and faster charging. From the inlets, we move the power to the battery and connect to 
inverters and drive motors through our Power Conversion Connection portfolio.  

To support faster charging, we have leveraged decades of military  and commercial electrical experience 
to develop our next generation power conversion solutions, which utilize first-to-market direct-contact 
technology. This enables us to go from 200Amps to 500Amps with an industry leading package size. 

In summary, our new generation of smart chargers and inlets and Power Conversion connections enable 
the highest current and have the highest power density in the industry and enable charging speeds 5 
times faster than the current generation. 

Another major challenge faced by our customers is the need for increased reliability and performance. 
For example, our products are designed to be finger proof to protect people who are building and 
servicing the vehicle. We also design-in the highest level of sealing performance in the harshest of 
environments and our Connector Position Assurance products ensure that the connection has been 
correctly installed. Our products have High Voltage Interlock Loop technology which serves as an 
electronic circuit breaker should the connection accidentally become unmated during vehicle use. And 
our PACE Award-winning Ergomate technology allows two-stage disconnect that increases safety while 
reducing connection engage force and mass. One of biggest challenges our customers face is the issue of 
electromagnetic interference. To combat EMI, we integrate metallic shielding in our cables and 
connectors, which channels the electrical noise to ground and protects the integrity of the electrical 
system.   

Which brings us to the next customer challenge…. A major hurdle to market acceptance is battery range 
and cost. By far the best way to improve battery range is reduce vehicle weight. And using our full-
systems capabilities, we have innovated solutions for the next generation of electric vehicles that enable 
the optimization of the electrical system to minimize material content and cost. 

Our exclusive 4-way splice connectors save critical space and cost. Here we have taken a normal device 
connection system and repurposed it to act also as a splice block. This enables the reduction of multiple 
device connections and cabling -- reducing electrical system weight and enabling more efficient cable 
routing.  

Another key innovation is the use of rigid, but flexible flattened busbar. These assemblies are game 
changing for many reasons. The first advantage is that flattened busbars reduce the height of the 
conductor by about 70% -- freeing up space inside the battery pack for more cells, more modules 
providing more power and range to the vehicle. Busbar solutions also reduce weight due to better heat 
dissipation of the flattened profile. And our integrated connector and busbar solution is fully automated, 
and also enables vehicle assembly plant automation for improved cost and quality.  

Another great optimization enabler is our cable management portfolio. We customize designs which are 
engineered to optimize cable assembly and packaging, improve routing and support OEM automation of 



the cabling system. As a full service system provider, we are uniquely positioned to support the 
packaging, weight, and cost priorities of our customers.  

Aptiv also brings unique value to customers through our safety and security solutions. The integrity of 
the electrical and electronic system must be maintained in all conditions in all environments and our 
Power Distribution Units provide efficient power distribution and circuit protection to the High Voltage 
electrical system. Our Battery Disconnect Units protect the battery by regulating power distribution and 
emergency shutdown when needed. And lastly, our Smart Charging Interface Controllers provide 
cybersecurity protection and authentication and a data link to our smart inlets to optimize the charging 
cycle and ensure safe operation. 

In summary, the value we bring to customers is having an intimate understanding of their challenges 
and providing a portfolio of technologies geared to solving those challenges. Our innovations 
comprehend end-to-end multi-voltage connectivity applications and what we do best is manage 
complexity. By leveraging our component expertise with our electrical architecture optimization 
capabilities, along with vertical integration. We are able to create tangible benefits for customers, which 
in turn creates value for Aptiv. It’s a formula for success that has helped us maintain the leading position 
in multi-voltage architecture solutions.  

Here to provide a deeper-dive into our architecture  optimization capabilities is Eric Rowland, Vice 
President of Global Core Engineering. 

 

ARCHITECTURE OPTIMIZATION 

ERIC ROWLAND | Vice President, Global Core Engineering Electrical Distribution Systems 

The accelerated trend towards Battery Electric Vehicles (or BEVS) is driving our customers to utilize 
existing internal combustion vehicle architectures in order to bring these vehicles to market quickly. 
Creating a BEV vehicle using an existing architecture designed for an ICE solution creates many 
architectural compromises and inefficiencies which drive up total cost and weight. 

As this animation shows, on a typical SUV, the wiring system of the BEV is 13KG heavier than the ICE. 
This is significant when you consider the complete engine harness is removed on the BEV.  The high 
voltage cables for traction account for around 8kg of the increased weight. This means the architecture 
driven inefficiencies on the BEV – including the packaging constraints required to fit an existing 
architecture and topology around the traction battery and drive systems, plus the different levels of 
control needed between an ICE and BEV -- account for over 5kg of wiring waste. In the comparison we 
see over 300 meters of unnecessary wire being used to deliver the same level of functionality. 

The solution to this is to use the electrification breakpoint in the BEV vehicle design, to create a new 
electrical architecture which is specific to E-motion. We achieve this by deploying end to end 
competence, to create a fully flexible architecture to exactly match the needs of the vehicle.  This could 
include developing a new zonal power distribution solution using Aptiv Smart Electrical Centers or a 
Fully Integrated Zonal Architecture using Aptiv Zone Controllers, Central compute and engineered 
components -- which we call SVA. Let’s take a look at the Aptiv architecture creation process…  

Data Entry.  The base level data from the OEM is loaded into the architecture tool.  This can be thought 
of as a 2D drawing in digital format and comprises the OEM systems concept, requirements and use 
cases. The data is then enriched in the tool and further modelled.  This comprises: Defining what the 
content is – for example, a sensor, an actuator, or an ECU. Mapping all the wires and devices to the 
functions and generating the physical and logical schematics for those functions, outlining what the 
software control and systems requirements need to be.  



Content is then analyzed and split into the vehicles zones. The vehicle is broken down into zones where 
the signal data is consumed, in order to define the most efficient layout of the complete system. This is 
then the start of the Zonal Architecture. Previously created logical schematics are broken down, and 
reconnected to Zone Controllers.  This is done using Aptiv’s proprietary tools. The modified design is 
then transitioned to the physical schematic and ultimately merged into the vehicle geometry, creating a 
customized and optimized vehicle solution.  

Evaluation metrics are then created and compared to find the best variant.  Examples of such a metric 
include: Functional Availability after Crash. It finds all the wires and devices within the crash zones of the 
vehicle;  uses function mapping to find what functions will be affected in each crash zone. The final 
result yields an optimized architecture and reduced complexity - on the path to Aptiv’s Smart Vehicle 
Architecture.   

Looking at the benefits in more detail, this connectivity map shows the simplification of number of 
connections and connection points. Here you can see the effects of  our technology innovations and 
approach, utilizing smart fusing, up integration and reduced connection points -- simplifying the system, 
while continually adding Aptiv content by replacing non-Aptiv power distribution boxes and connection 
systems with Aptiv solutions.  

Our real vehicle analysis, conducted in partnership with a number of major OEMs, helps to demonstrate 
the significance of the wiring weight and cost savings potential Aptiv is capable to delivering for 
customers, all while increasing Aptiv’s total value-add. 

Starting with new zonal power distribution designs, we partnered with a major North American OEM to 
convert standard fuse and relay boxes to Aptiv’s Smart Electrical Centers using Solid State Technology.  
This resulted in 2 kilograms of weight savings, and $40 of OEM cost savings per vehicle. When you apply 
that to over 1 million vehicles produced annually, those savings add up quickly. We demonstrated we 
could achieve these results by removing 22 relays, changing 17 standard fuses to solid state, and up 
integrating non-Aptiv ECUs into Aptiv Smart Electrical Centers.  

Looking out over the next 5 years, we expect zonal architectures to pick up momentum. Aptiv’s new 
zone controllers, which serve as a high-speed data and power hubs, also simplify the wiring harnesses to 
allow more automated assembly and reduces costs.  

In an architecture study with a leading Global OEM, we built two complete sets of architectures for a 
common vehicle to give us an exact “apples to apples” comparison. What we found was that this up-
integration of zone control eliminated over 8 kilograms of weight. saving the OEM $55 of content per 
vehicle, while also increasing the total content available to Aptiv. 

That reduction in weight includes the elimination of 9 ECUs, and all of the corresponding “overhead” 
such as brackets, electrical centers, relays and fuses, plus 21 non-Aptiv connectors. It is important to be 
at the point of aggregation, where new hardware and more sophisticated engineered components 
create high value revenue opportunities for Aptiv. These systems are being designed to be modular to 
allow flexibility and wire harness manufacture automation, which you will hear more about from Bill 
shortly. 

The long term goal must be to up-integrate as much as possible. This enables the use of other, more 
automatable wiring approaches like what we’ve shown in our bespoke SVA concepts over the years. 
Products such as Dock & Lock connectors, flat power backbone and further compute up-integration 
enables higher levels of OEM vehicle assembly automation and harness manufacturing automation,  
delivering over 30% system weight savings.  

To illustrate the scale of potential savings utilizing Aptiv’s full Smart Vehicle Architecture approach, with 
4 Aptiv Zone Controllers and Power Backbone… The low voltage wire harness is fully optimised for the 4 



vehicle zones, and is 26% lighter than the equivalent BEV, with the same functionality. Over 1KM of wire 
has been removed from the LV wire harness through a reduction of almost 600 cut leads. Feature 
control is via the Aptiv Zone Controllers and central compute electronics.  Numerous non-Aptiv ECUs 
and connectors are replaced with Aptiv components to deliver the architecture of the future. All this on 
just one vehicle system – showcasing the benefits of Aptiv’s brain and nervous system capabilities to 
significantly create value for customers, and Aptiv! 

 

GLOBAL SCALE & MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks Eric. As you just heard, Aptiv is uniquely positioned to optimize vehicle systems to enable a more 
efficient, electrified vehicle architecture by reducing complexity and applying our Smart Vehicle 
Architecture. By partnering with customers, we help them make informed trade-off decisions around 
cost and performance, which ultimately helps them afford the additional safety and automated features 
consumers are demanding.  

We design, engineer and manufacture in 34 dedicated technical centers and 52 manufacturing 
operations worldwide, operating in close proximity to OEM assembly plants. Our global scale and 
industry leading capabilities enable Aptiv to deliver consistent, reliable solutions and services in every 
region. 

As the demand for electrification rises, customers are increasingly looking for partners that can help 
them pack more content and functionality into smaller, lighter components that reduce space 
consumption and weight, while also enhancing performance and reliability.  

In addition, labor pressure will only continue to rise across the globe, which means the way the industry 
manufactures today is not sustainable for the future. These trends, coupled with the simpler 
architectures derived from SVA, significantly increase the automated assembly potential for both the 
electrical architecture and the vehicle. As a result, the opportunity for the automation of the electrical 
system is double with leaner architectures and fully integrated system and component solutions. 

Leaner architectures also give our customers the opportunity to automate the installation of the 
electrical systems in their vehicle operations. This can greatly reduce the number of manual labor hours 
required to assemble a vehicle, saving customers time and money. With Aptiv and our OEM partners 
automating our manufacturing and assembly lines, we achieve tangible benefits, including: higher 
precision repeatability for critical processes, built-in product and process traceability – which is 
increasingly required by customers; and a reduction in labor dependency to offset labor inflation 
globally. This translates into better quality and improved reliability, enhanced performance, and 
significant systems cost savings.  

Combining our product leadership, with our global scale in engineering and manufacturing, enables 
Aptiv to consistently deliver for our customers, day-in and day-out! When you put all of these things 
together, you can see why Aptiv is a partner of choice to customers. We are capable of adapting and 
innovating solutions that solve real customer challenges.  That’s why we win! To provide more insight on 
why Aptiv is a trusted partner to both traditional and emerging electric vehicle players is Josie Archer, 
Vice President Sales,  Electrical Distribution Systems.  

 

 

 

 



PARTNER-OF-CHOICE 

JOSIE ARCHER | Vice President, Global Sales Electrical Distribution Systems 

Thanks Bill! Aptiv has been innovating and optimizing electrical and electronic architectures for more 
than 100 years. It’s no wonder we are the industry leader in the evolution of the software-defined, 
electrified vehicle. We have the broadest and most relevant high voltage technology product portfolio 
an extensive global engineering team, a robust supply chain, and proven manufacturing capabilities. This 
allows OEMs to scale their product offerings globally. 

As a result, we have established ourselves as a trusted partner. Growing from just 7 high-voltage 
customers in 2014 to over 20 today! OEMs know they can rely on Aptiv to deliver these end-to-end 
solutions efficiently and reliably. 

Customers know they can count on Aptiv to deliver mission critical solutions for their next-gen 
technology roadmaps and in 2023, we expect to serve more than 25 global customers as OEMs race to 
electrify their fleets. 

Diving deeper into some specific customer examples…Our unique knowledge of the entire vehicle 
architecture, both brain and nervous system, allows us to deliver on our customer’s toughest challenges. 
We have one of the broadest portfolio offerings for low and high voltage systems. We can leverage the 
products we already have and sell, and customize them to changing customer needs. 

For example, when Volkswagen was experiencing issues with an incumbent supplier for an electric 
vehicle platform, Aptiv was able to offer three proposals with working hardware in less than one month: 
One that was designed by the OEM without changes; One that improved the design by leveraging Aptiv’s 
extensive portfolio to substitute better and lower-cost components, while adding low-risk optimization 
enhancements; And a third that applied advanced technology innovations to fully optimize the system’s 
weight, mass and total cost. 

Our final design: reduced the weight on heavy gauge cables by 40% through the substitution of 
alternative materials, including aluminum and bus bars; reduced the weight of the traditional gauge 
cables by 30% through optimization of routing and more sophisticated cable management schemes; and 
we eliminated complex welded splice interfaces with Aptiv’s proprietary splice technology. This allowed 
for a 45% reduction in the size of the interfaces- while enabling automation and increasing durability. As 
such, we began shipping 8 months later – far faster than the typical three-year lead-time from business 
award to start of production. 

By demonstrating our ability to successfully solve our customers’ challenges with speed and agility, we 
gained a strong partner with VW for future high voltage business. Since the initial win, we demonstrated 
how we were able to sustain these improvements across a wide range of their new vehicle platforms. As 
a result, we have won new business on the ID.3, ID.4 ID.5, ID.6, the ID.Buzz, and the ID.Vizzion - all 
leveraging our unique capabilities in technology innovation, architecture optimization, global scale and 
manufacturing excellence. 

The shift towards an electrified future is accelerating, and with this acceleration, we are seeing 
customers speed up their time lines to release new EV platforms. Agility is another proof point of why 
Aptiv is a partner of choice. OEMs need suppliers with the manufacturing agility to be able to ramp up 
alongside their ambitious time lines, all while providing flawless execution, pre- and post- start of 
production. That’s why Aptiv wins! 

With a comprehensive product portfolio, along with manufacturing agility and execution, this allows us 
to bring products and programs to market much quicker. Some of the best examples of this can be seen 
with emerging EV players, who are working aggressively to plan and produce their first generation of 
exciting new electric vehicles. 



When a leading North America EV manufacturer wanted to quickly expand production into China, 
Aptiv’s global capabilities allowed us to go from business award to start of production within 4 months. 
Aptiv utilized global best practices, as well as common processes to quickly bring a solution to the 
customer in a reliable and efficient way. A common engineering and manufacturing footprint results in a 
more efficient development process. This simplifies logistics for production and change management. 
This is evident through our significant gain in share with this customer. 

And lastly, one of the additional benefits of our unique portfolio of high voltage solutions, is the 
scalability of our products from platform to platform and across different vehicle segments. Regulatory 
drivers and increased consumer acceptance are accelerating the need for all vehicle segments of 
different shapes and sizes to become electrified from passenger vehicles to the ever-popular trucks and 
SUVs, to the often-seen delivery commercial vans and even your large semi-trucks. 

As the architectures are being redesigned for all vehicle segments, Aptiv’s modular approach gives us 
the ability to offer the right components for the right application – whether that’s choosing between 
busbars or round wires, or between different inlet modules for different regions. These are just a few 
examples of why Aptiv is winning and who we are winning with. Bill and Aakash will now discuss some of 
the accelerated industry and customer trends driving this exciting opportunity for Aptiv. 

 

POSITIONED FOR STRONG GROWTH 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks Josie! The increased commercial activity we are seeing is a direct result of OEMs accelerating 
their electrification roadmaps. Over the past few years, OEMs have fast-tracked their EV plans by 
increasing their investment dollars, pulling ahead zero-emission milestones and accelerating launch 
timelines.  

We are showcasing examples of VW, Ford, Volvo and GM. But these trends are happening universally 
with all major OEMs and we continue to hear updates and announcements regularly. Not surprisingly, 
IHS has been revising its battery electric vehicle forecasts upwards over the past few years in response 
to: Declining battery costs, increasingly stringent emissions regulations, growth in charging 
infrastructure; and growing consumer acceptance globally. 

Expected battery electric vehicle penetration in 2025 has increased 10x over the past 6 years, while 
expectations for 2030 have tripled over the past 3 years alone. Also significant is the change in the 
trajectory for battery electric vehicle adoption. Just a few years ago, IHS expected battery electric 
vehicle adoption to plateau in low single digits. Now it expects more rapid and continued growth in 
Battery Electric Vehicle penetration over the coming years. 

IHS is not an outlier; battery electric vehicle forecasts across the board have been revised upwards 
dramatically as compared to just a few years ago. Consensus is building around expectations of battery 
electric vehicles achieving 10-15% penetration in 2025 and 25%-30% penetration in 2030. One of the 
forecasts you see here is from Boston Consulting Group, which recently published their more bullish 
outlook on the pace of accelerated market adoption. Here to about that is Aakash Arora, Managing 
Director and Partner and Global Electrification Topic Lead for the Boston Consulting Group. 

 

 

 

 

 



MARKET OUTLOOK & ELECTRIFICATION PENETRATION DRIVERS 

AAKASH ARORA | Boston Consulting Group, Managing Partner & Director, Global lead of BCG's Center 
for Electrification and Climate Change 

Throughout most of the last decade the penetration of electrified vehicles remained around 3-4%. 
Towards end of the last decade we saw an acceleration, achieving 13% penetration of Battery electric 
vehicles, plug-in, full and mild hybrids by 2020. Still only 1 in 30 cars sold was battery electric.  

In fact at the beginning of 2020, US and China were showing signs of EV growth slowing down due to 
reduced regulatory support. Then as we got hit by COVID, the evolution of EVs came into question. The 
hypotheses was that if we are in a recession that looks like 2008-2009, efforts to conserve cash may 
reduce the focus on EVs. Thankfully, the drop in the market was short lived. In the second half of 2020, 
governments coming out to support the industry to EV and charging investments, increased regulatory 
clarity in the US, OEMS committing to electrification and sustained demand for customers. By end of 
2020, we had it a point of no return, it was clear that future of automotive will be electrified.  

Better yet, we saw significant improvement in factors that will drive electrification in the coming 
decades, specifically, regulations, battery cost and availability of EV offerings. We expect that 
regulations will continue to get stringent at national level across major automotive markets. 
Additionally, states and cities across the globe will continue to mandate zero emission vehicles. 

Driven by improvement in chemistry and manufacturing processes, the battery costs have declined 
much faster than expected. We expected this decline to continue, with pack level costs for nickel rich 
chemistries achieving $95/kwh by 2025 and $75/kwh by 2030. Several OEMs such Tesla, GM and VW 
recently announced that they might achieve pack level costs of under $100/kwh even sooner than 2025. 

This will effectively help achieve cost of ownership parity much sooner than expected. For example, 
after 2022, depending on ownership use case, it would economically irrational to buy a C segment ICE in 
the US. Additionally, until now the choice for consumer has been limited to only certain price points and 
segments. By 2025, OEM have committed to introduce 400 BEV and PHEV offering, significantly 
improving availability of offering to the consumers. 

All these factors will accelerate the penetration of EVs. While in 2020, every 20th car produced was BEV 
or PHEV, by 2030 every 3rd car produced will eb propelled by a battery and by 2035, every second car 
sold in the world will be electric. Of course this evolution will differ by country and region, with EU 
leading the charge. By 2035,  ~70% of vehicles sold in the EU will be electric, followed by China, where 
just over 60% of vehicles sold will be electric, then the US where just under 60% of the vehicles sold will 
be electric.  

Though this acceleration in EV adoption in the new car sales will help the industry meet tailpipe 
regulations, we will not be able to achieve the green deal in the Europe or the Biden administrations 
emissions reduction target in the US, due to the speed at which the fleet of vehicles in the regions will 
turn electric . We can expect policies and incentives that will push for even faster acceleration of EVs 
through programs like cash for clunkers. 

Consumers are ready for EVs and consideration of EVs for new car buyers is continuing to rise. Those 
who are not yet considering EVs, clearly state that they will consider EVs as the charging infrastructure 
evolves. Equally important to them is purchase price parity. Driving purchase price parity will be one of 
the major tasks at hand for the automakers. By 2025, for an average US car, we expect the cost of a BEV 
to be approximately $4000 higher than an equivalent ICE vehicle. This such a vehicle will already have 
cost of ownership parity, OEMs have number of levers to drive purchase price parity, including software 
defined features and electrical architecture optimization. By driving purchase price parity, automakers 
can unlock significant demand for EVs and deliver a positive impact for the planet. 



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR APTIV? 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks Aakash! The BCG analysis suggested that total component costs for battery electric vehicles 
could be approximately $4,500 higher than comparable internal combustion engine vehicles in 2025. 

 So what does that mean for Aptiv? It presents a significant content growth opportunity. Consistent with 
what I highlighted earlier, compared to an internal combustion engine addressable market opportunity 
– where Aptiv has approximately $500 of Signal & Power Solutions content available, battery electric 
vehicles present more than double the CPV opportunity, averaging roughly $1,200 per vehicle on new, 
optimized vehicle architectures. 

Applying that $1,200 content per vehicle market opportunity with the forecast that BCG shared earlier, 
that translates into total addressable market of roughly $60B in 2030. Roughly half of that in high-
voltage content alone, with further room for growth as we continue to build and expand our product 
capabilities and portfolio. 

As Kevin mentioned at the onset, we have seen a significant increase in customer activity, which has 
translated into 10 times the amount of quoting activity since 2014. We now expect high voltage 
bookings to exceed our average annual track record of $2 billion in new customer awards, having 
already booked roughly half of that amount in the first quarter alone. We are allocating and dedicating 
resources to ensure we are positioned with OEMs who are going to drive significant volume in the 
future -Where vehicle complexity and scalability fall right into our sweet spot! As a result, High Voltage 
solutions will continue to be our fastest growing product line at Aptiv. We expect revenues to increase 
from roughly $1 billion in 2021 to over $2.5B by 2025! 

Now that we’ve taken you through the market outlook for an electrified future and the opportunity it 
provides Aptiv, we hope it is clear why Aptiv is well positioned for continued strong and profitable 
growth as a partner-of-choice for traditional and emerging OEMs. 

To summarize, our full system-level capabilities provide end-to-end solutions to enable a more efficient 
path to vehicle electrification. Chris described the technology innovation within our portfolio which will 
allow for faster charging, improved reliability and performance, packaging, weight and cost 
optimization, and increased safety and security. Architectural design optimization allows for reduced 
complexity, flexible and scalable implementation, and the significant weight and cost savings Eric 
mentioned earlier on the path to full SVA. And lastly, all of this is engineered and delivered to our 
customers flawlessly due to our global scale and manufacturing excellence.  

As I’m sure you’ve heard us say before, all roads at Aptiv lead to SVA. The physical layout of a Smart 
Vehicle Architecture brings with it additional benefits, such as reduced complexity, design for 
automated assembly, and support for redundant power and data, all of which enables more efficient 
electrification. This sustainable architecture not only creates accretive value for Aptiv, but it also enables 
more automation and optimizes total system costs. Our industry is ever-changing, but the shift to a 
more electrified future is allowing OEMs to completely rethink their vehicle architectures – where Aptiv 
is uniquely positioned to lead the industry by providing tangible benefits to our customers -- enabling a 
more efficient and sustainable future of mobility! 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Welcome back. We hope you found today's presentation informative. We will now begin the live Q&A 
portion of today's event. As a reminder, to ask a question, please submit it through the dialog box just 



below the video window. It looks like a few questions have already popped into the queue. So I'll go 
ahead and kick it off with the first question for Bill.  

Bill, can you provide more color on your content per vehicle opportunity, the $1200 that you referenced 
in the presentation, it's greater than the $1,000 that we've talked about historically. So what's changed?  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks, Elena. That increase in potential content per vehicle is a direct result of us continuing to expand 
our product offerings that aligned to the electrification mission. We've expanded our internal 
capabilities to engineer and manufacturer alternative conductor forms. You saw me talk about busbars 
and some that automation that provides a unique space saving solution. We've also invested in high 
power connections that have an industry leading power density. Those types of things allow for faster 
charging. So we'll continue to identify market opportunities and expand our portfolio and signal and 
power solutions. We're specifically looking for opportunities that allow us to scale up and take 
advantage of our global scale and footprint so that we can service the customers locally. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Great, thanks. Another question came in from Steven Fox from Fox Research. What are the basic 
sciences behind connector cable busbar technologies that allow our solutions to be advantaged versus 
others? 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks for the question. I'll say this, we focus on three things and we've hit on those in the presentation. 
We're looking for lighter weight and smaller space at a customer advantage for total cost. So we've 
invested in internal capabilities for alternative conductor forms, like I've just stated. We've also invested 
in alternative material solutions, things like aluminum and connector configurations, which reduce space 
and weight. I go back to Aptiv’s mission being safer, greener, more connected, and supplying the brains 
in the nervous system. That's the unique advantage of Aptiv. Our total system solution allows us to 
provide a complete analysis to the customer to give them the most overall efficient solution. I'm going 
to come back to an example, Eric talked about in a study. You saw on the study the metrics where we 
can show trade-offs between weight or size or total cost. When we did a study with a major European 
OEM, we asked them, after looking at the architecture and the topology, what's the most important 
thing to you guys? And they said, we can give you space. We need way ranges – that’s what's important. 
So we used alternative conductor solutions to reduce the weight of the high voltage cabling by 40%. We 
used our knowledge of architecture and engineered components for cable management to reduce the 
weight of the traditional smaller gauge cables by 30%. Then, we used an active proprietary solution for 
splicing, which reduced the package size that our competitor had given them as a solution by 40%. But 
reduced weight so that overall weight went right into the OEMs ability to have greater range. So I come 
back to, the base science are the alternative forms, the alternative materials, the investment in the 
technology that delivers safer, greener, more connected, but the real power of Aptiv is tying back to that 
total system solution that lets us give the customer the best overall answer. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Thanks, Bill. So a couple questions have come in talking about the $2.5B revenue target that we 
provided today for 2025. So I'll start with that response, and Bill, please feel free to chime in.  



So when we first talked about 2022 revenues initially in our 2019 investor day, we targeted about a 40% 
CAGR. We've obviously been growing a little bit faster than that, so now the CAGR through the year 
2019 through 2025 implies greater than 40% and that gets you to north of $2.5B of revenue by 2025. 
That's consistent with what we've been talking about lately. The business is forecasted to grow in that 
range of 50 to 60% this year in 2021, so we'll be just shy of a $1B, call at $900M in revenue in 2021. 
We’ll be north of the $1B dollars we talked about in 2022, so that implies a continuation of that roughly 
50% growth rate for the next couple of years. Then, you run into the law of large numbers as that 
revenue growth rate decelerates in those out years to get to that north of $2.5B dollar target by 2025. 

Bill, maybe you want to talk a little bit about your customer pursuit strategy and how that's dovetailing 
with the revenue forecast that is in excess of the high voltage market growth rate. 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks, Elena. So we've been very focused on customers that aligned to our strategy of safer, greener, 
more connected -- obviously, electrification is a big part of greener. What we've done is we've tried to 
identify who we believe will be the early winners, because they've invested heavily in electrification. As 
a result, what that's done is positioned us on some very large early market winners. Some major OEMs 
in EMEA, that we've talked about earlier, as well as in North America. Again, it comes down to we've 
been focused on those that were driving toward electrification. We've gained early BOM position, and 
we've provided solutions that have allowed them to scale that on their platforms globally. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations  

Thanks, Bill. A question came in from Dan Levy of Credit Suisse. What type of incremental investment 
will be required as you see new business opportunities? And what should we expect in terms of 
incremental margins as we go forward?  

I can just remind everyone that the ~$900M of revenue in our high voltage product portfolio in 2021 is 
already at the S&PS segment margin level. We expect it to be accretive to S&PS segment margin, 
certainly as we grow over that $1B threshold in 2022. So Bill, you want to talk a little bit about 
investment in the business?  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Thanks, Elena. With regard to high voltage, I think of it on the scale of investment in general in S&PS, 
we're able to work inside of that framework of our investment. Now, there may be a market 
opportunity that we see in the future, as I talked about, that would require some incremental 
investment. And we would make that incremental investment. As part of the investment, we have over 
100 people dedicated solely to working on electrification pursuits in scaling those up, globally. 

So you also touched on the fact that it’s accretive. I'll just go back to a point we've talked about before, 
when you think of low voltage conductor versus connector, you have about 70% conductor 30% 
connector. When you talk about high voltage, it's a 50/50 ratio. And the margins on the connector 
portion are higher than the margins on the conductor portion or the wire portion, which is why that high 
voltage business overall as a creative two Signal & Power Solutions. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations  



Great. Thanks, Bill. Can you talk a little bit about the market share that you're seeing in the high voltage 
business? We talked today about having content on 1 out of every 2 battery electric vehicles that are 
launching currently, that compares to 1 out of every 3.5 vehicles globally on a low voltage side. 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Yeah, I'll go back to the earlier comment. Our strategy was focused on customers that we saw that were 
going to scale electrification rapidly. We proactively engaged with those customers to gain platform 
position, so as they scale up through 2022, that's why you're seeing that position on 1 out of every 2. 
With low voltage, everyone gets a low voltage, whether you're an internal combustion engine or a 
battery electric vehicle. So that total attainable market is spread out over more players. So really, the 
amplification that you see in electrification with 1 out of 2 platforms is a direct result of our strategy to 
engage with specific OEMs that we're trying to scale electrification, and our ability to deliver smaller, 
lighter, more cost effective solutions than our competitors. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations  

Thanks. We have a question here from Dan Levy again from Credit Suisse. As automakers are 
increasingly looking at insourcing opportunities as they transition to battery electric vehicles, why is 
electric electrical architecture so hard to insource? 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Why is electrical architecture so hard to insource… It's what the customers are really focused on and in 
battery electric vehicles it seems to be the battery technology itself. What Aptiv brings to the table, 
because of our global scale, we get a total market read that allows us with our expansive product 
portfolio and our knowledge of compute, to come forward to provide the most efficient solution based 
on benchmarks throughout the globe. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations  

Great. Bill, as you talked about some of the incremental opportunities in high voltage, from a portfolio 
perspective, can you speak to some of those opportunities? And are there areas of opportunity where 
software can help improve things like charging times or battery life, in concert with Smart Vehicle 
Architecture?  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Sure. Power electronics - we view as an opportunity. We're actively working to increase our offerings in 
areas of power electronics that require the software knowledge to be able to do that which we have, 
again, as the brains and the nervous system. An example of where that's been successful is if you look at 
our smart inlets, which take power from the grid to the vehicle. It's our software expertise that has 
provided a couple of things: 1) it allows the inlet to communicate with the grid to recognize the vehicle; 
and 2) it provides a layer of security with regard to cybersecurity because of our knowledge of security 
in the domain for the software. So I go back to opportunities and power electronics, and we're actively 
working to scale those now. And I come back to it's our ability as the brain and the nervous system that 
makes us more than just a power distribution player. We're able to provide the total solution in the 
most cost effective manner. 



 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations  

Thanks, Bill. We've had a couple questions about margins and the margin trajectory. I know when you go 
back to our 2019 Investor Day, we certainly had -- before all of the market vicissitudes of the last couple 
of years-- put forward some margin targets for the Signal & Power Solutions segment. As it relates to 
our margin profile, we're back to 2019 EBITDA margin levels, even with the additional costs of operating 
with COVID and some of the supply chain inefficiencies that we're carrying, as we've worked through the 
volatile customer schedules this year. As you look forward over the next, call it 4-5 years and work 
towards that $2.5B+ revenue target - Bill, do you want to talk a little bit about where you see the 
margin, the opportunities for margin expansion, certainly as high voltage becomes a bigger part of the 
business -- a more accretive margin mix profile as you talked about earlier. What are those opportunities 
going forward? 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

So you've touched on it already. You've said we committed to more than $2.5B in 2025. I'll go back to 
the mix, right? When we talk about high voltage assemblies on a high voltage assembly, connection 
systems make up 50% of the component cost, those connections systems have a higher margin profile 
than traditional wire. On the traditional electrical distribution systems, the connection systems make up 
30% of the total cost, whereas the cabling or conductors make up 70%. So that $2.5B in high voltage 
portfolio is accretive because of the mix we get with 50/50 on connection systems and 50/50 on 
conductors. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Thanks, Bill. I’ll just add, we've talked about this getting into certainly mid-teens, call it middle of the 
decade, so continues to be a big opportunity for us to drive further profitable growth. 

A question came in from David Kelly of Jefferies. Can you talk about the high voltage connector 
competitive landscape? So how important is scale and systems expertise? And how does component 
technology versus competitive price factor into our ability to win new business?  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

So I'll start with the expertise, the expertise is critically important and I’ll come back to smaller, lighter, 
more cost efficient. If you think about our new direct contact, power connection systems that has the 
best power density footprint in the industry, that means you get more power that allows for higher 
charging, and a smaller footprint. So you take that capability, and you put it across the global scale with 
the 34 engineering centers, and the 50+ manufacturing sites that allow us to scale up globally but act 
locally, it doesn't have to be about price. It's about providing the customer with a unique selling point 
that gives them the best solution for their money. And that's where we're focused. We're not trying to 
compete on price. We're trying to provide a technical solution that provides the customer with an 
advantage that they can pass on to their consumers. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Great. So a question came in from Michael Filatov from Berenberg. Are there specific areas in the high 
voltage portfolio that you feel Aptiv may be lacking internally and are identifying as areas of inorganic 



growth opportunity? And then maybe as a follow on to that question, specifically looking at the 
commercial vehicle space. 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

We're focused on expanding our opportunity and market share in power electronics. That is what we 
see as an opportunity. That's where we're focused on developing that expertise, so we can scale that up 
globally. On the commercial vehicle side, I see opportunity there. It's still very early in the stages, but as 
they continue to develop commercial vehicles, electrification is a significant topic for obvious reasons. 
We were just recently awarded a full battery electric vehicle truck, commercial vehicle over in EMEA. 
And that's the first one we've seen, and we've captured the entire high voltage system on that platform. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Thanks, Bill. So a question came up here… is your high voltage expertise transferable to charging 
infrastructure and electrical grid enhancements? And could those opportunities become meaningful? 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Our expertise is applicable, but it's not an area that today we're focused on. Right now, we see the 
biggest opportunity in power electronics, which is why we're working to aggressively scale up that area 
to capture more content per vehicle. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Great. We received a question here about Smart Vehicle Architecture. How many zonal architecture for 
SVA engagements do we currently have, and how that's changed? 

So I'll just give a quick update. We are going to be launching our first zone controller with an OEM in 
2022. We won that award a couple of years ago. As today's presentation highlighted, we've been 
working with a number of OEMs on various architecture studies. The results of those studies were 
shared both with a large North America OEM on smart electrical centers, as well as a global study that 
we conducted on the zone control. Those are both likely to lead to commercial wins. So we have three 
advanced development contracts on SVA. And we've talked about that turning into bookings in the next 
12 to 18 months.  

Bill, you want to share anything more on customers and your discussions with them in and around new 
architectures?  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Yeah. I would say that electrification has provided a natural break point in architecture, evolution for 
Smart Vehicle Architecture to be adopted. You heard Eric talk about it, when you try to put a battery 
electric vehicle into an internal combustion engine architecture, it creates waste. It creates inefficiency. 
Numbers were very compelling. So as customers move to electrified platforms, Smart Vehicle 
Architecture is becoming a part of that conversation. We have over 120 engineers engaged just in Smart 
Vehicle Architecture studies with OEMs right now. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 



That actually dovetails nicely with the next question from Joseph Spak. So a lot of OEMs are talking 
about next gen architectures. Can you describe a little bit the process of working with these various 
OEMs on these new programs? Are the teams embedded and who is responsible for what?  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

Who is responsible for that? Okay, so let me talk about the process first. And I'm going to come back to 
the brain and the nervous system. If you think about Aptiv as the brain, what we're really skilled at is 
defining the functional logic, turning that into software development, the communication flow, and then 
laying out the network topology. That's the brain. When you get into the nervous system, they take that 
network topology, and they create logical and physical schematics which become the actual physical 
electrical distribution system in the car. That network topology is the world where Aptiv intersects and 
what makes us special with regards to the brain and nervous system.  

When we engage with the OEMs, the OEMs come forward and what they're talking about is functional 
logic-- what they want the car to do. And they'll give you their concept of this is and how they would like 
to lay it out. Aptiv comes in and synthesizes that full vehicle architecture and those layers we've talked 
about, shows them the metrics and has the real discussions about what's important. Is it weight? Is it 
size? What are you trying to achieve? And we work with the customers to make that a reality. So again, 
they're responsible for, or they define the functionality of the vehicle what they want. Aptiv comes in 
and provides solutions that provide the most optimized size, weight and cost solution for the customer. 
And we give them a menu option. This is what we can do. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

And I think that also ties into this question here from Luke Junk of Baird. So where OEMs are looking to 
engage with Aptiv on these new battery electric vehicle architectures? Are they looking at it as 
individual vehicles? Are they looking for overall platform strategies across multiple vehicles? 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

The OEMs look at it as overall platform strategies across multiple vehicles, which is why our strategy of 
engaging with OEMs that scale up quickly is so important. Once you get on the platform, you go along 
on the various vehicles. 

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Great. Another question here from Colin Langan of Wells Fargo, asking us to break out if we can any 
further color on the split in the additional content per vehicle opportunity for our high voltage.  

So again, I want to just reiterate that on a low voltage vehicle, total addressable markets are about $500 
for a mid-size passenger vehicle. Bill talked about that being roughly 70% wiring 30% cabling. When you 
layer on that secondary, that incremental content opportunity, which we're saying is now in that $500-
700 range to get to the $1,200 additional content is coming in is roughly 50% wiring and 50% 
components -- which include the high voltage connectors, the battery disconnect units, the power 
distribution boxes, and charging that we talked about in our content per vehicle slide. Bill, anything else 
that you would add to that? 

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 



Well said. I would add on the commercial vehicle pursuit we've talked about. Those commercial vehicle 
assemblies are well over $4,000. So again, that's another area that we're focused on strategically.  

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Great. So we're coming to the end of the of our queue with questions. So the last two, I'm going to 
combine. So question here from Rod Lache…as you think about 2030 and even beyond, the trajectory 
that we're seeing in terms of growth, and we think about where growth over market and market share 
can be over the next call it 5-10 years. Can you give us your thoughts?  

Obviously, this is a one of the fastest growing, if not the fastest growing product line for Aptiv. We've 
seen tremendous acceleration and success commercially, certainly over the last couple of years. So 
maybe you just share your final thoughts with us, Bill.  

 

BILL PRESLEY | Senior Vice President and President, Signal & Power Solutions 

So look, I'm excited about high voltage. I'm excited about electrification in general, because I believe in a 
more sustainable future. I think the numbers speak for themselves. In the first quarter of this year alone, 
we booked almost a $1B in electrification opportunities, which was a new quarterly record. Last year, 
we booked over $2B and we expect that to continue into this year. Elena, you've been very clear, $2.5B 
by 2025. That's the goal. So I couldn't be more excited about electrification opportunities, and I think 
Aptiv is well positioned as the provider of the brain and the nervous system to provide customers with 
the best overall solution.  

 

ELENA ROSMAN | Vice President, Investor Relations 

Thanks Bill. Thank you to all of our Aptiv and BCG team members who participated in today's 
production. And thank you all for joining. That now concludes today's event. As always, we will be 
available throughout the day for any additional questions. There will be a replay as I mentioned on 
ir.aptiv.com, a presentation, along with a transcript. Thank you again! 

 
 


